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NOTE: The Prime Level 1-5 products are designed for easy, plug-in upgrade.

Thus the Level 1 harness is used in the Level 2 installation, the Level 1 and 2

harnesses are used in the Level 3 installation, and so on.



Important Information

1. Turn off the interior lights or remove the dome light fuse before starting the installation;
otherwise, leaving the door(s) open during installation will drain the battery.

2. Use a voltmeter. DO NOT USE A TEST LIGHT! Test lights have a current drain that
will damage the vehicle�s onboard computer or could trigger the air bag.

3. Keep extension, if needed, as short as possible. Use same-gauge wire for extensions.

4. DO NOT mount components nor route wires near hot or moving vehicle parts.

NOTE: Clifford Electronics� web site for Authorized Clifford Dealers has

detailed descriptions of wire colors and locations for most foreign and

domestic vehicles. See www.clifforddealers.com for assistance 24-hours per

day or refer to the latest quarterly Tech Support Database CD-ROM.

Modes: Dealer Mode, Sleep Mode, Customer Mode

There are three modes to provide the utmost flexibility for expediters and new vehicle dealers:
nDealer Mode: This is the normal, as-shipped operating mode. The system will respond to ANY
Clifford keyfob in this mode. Programming in the Customer Care Kit keyfobs puts the system in
Customer Mode.

nSleep Mode: This mode completely disables the system. It is intended for unsold pre-loads to make
the system inoperable in cases where it is not feasible to remove the system control unit.

nCustomer Mode: This is the normal operating mode for the new car purchaser. The system only
responds to the TouchPoint keyfobs that have been programmed into the system.
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Control Unit and Receiver

Never install the control unit under the hood.

1. Select a mounting area, but do not affix the control unit until wiring and testing is complete.

Ignition

1. Use a voltmeter to locate the one wire that carries +12V throughout BOTH the cranking

AND engine running cycles, and 0 volt when the ignition is off.

2. Connect the WHITE/BROWN ignition input wire as shown.

Starter

1. Use a voltmeter to locate the one wire that carries +12V during the cranking cycle ONLY.

2. Cut it, then try to start the engine. It should not crank.

3. Connect the WHITE/RED starter interrupt wires as shown.

Optional Triple-Point Immobilization

An optional dual-point immobilization accessory that uses the GREEN/WHITE (�) armed

output is available to additionally interrupt the ignition system and fuel pump for increased

security. See the instructions included with this option for wiring details.

LED, Keyfob Receptacle and Valet Switch Assembly

1. Select an underdash area to mount the assembly where there is clearance for the screws
and will position the LED so it is visible through the windows. The keyfob receptacle
should be easily accessible to the driver.

2. Mate the assembly�s connectors to the control unit connectors of the same colors.

Power and Ground

1. Find the one wire in the ignition harness that shows +12V at all times.

2. Connect the fuseholder to this +12V source.

3. Connect the BLACK ground wire to chassis ground bolt (clean to ensure solid grounding).

4. Insert 5-amp fuse.

Adding new keyfobs

The system accepts up to 4 different Clifford TouchPoint keyfobs. To add keyfob(s):

1. Disarm (with any TouchPoint in Dealer mode or, in Customer Mode, with an already
programmed TouchPoint fob).

2. Turn the ignition switch to the �ON� position.

3. Use a small Phillips screwdriver to press and hold the recessed button on the underside of
the LED/receptacle assembly.

4. Continue to hold the button and hold a TouchPoint keyfob to the receptacle until the
LED blinks on and off.

5. Continue to hold the button, then pull the TouchPoint keyfob away. The LED will light
and remain on.

6. Release the button, then re-touch the keyfob to the receptacle. The LED blink off once to
indicate that it accepts this keyfob. Repeat this step for any other keyfobs you wish to add.

7. Turn the ignition off.

NOTE: Programming a keyfob switches the system from Dealer Mode to

Customer Mode.

How to delete lost or stolen keyfob(s)

You can erase the codes of missing keyfobs so they cannot be used to disarm. To �push� out

old codes, program remaining keyfob(s) as noted above for a total of 4 times.
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System Checklist & Troubleshooting

The following checklist will assure that you have installed the Level ONE correctly. Each

successive step requires that the previous step has been completed as indicated.

Step 1: Re-enable the courtesy lights.
In step 1 of the Important Information section, the interior courtesy lights were disabled. You

must now re-enable them before proceeding.

Step 2: Test passive arming.
Turn off the ignition and wait 30 seconds.
nLED begins flashing. This is the correct response, proceed to step 3.

nNo LED flashing. Verify LED assembly wires are properly connected. Check the power and ground
connections. Make sure the fuse is in the fuseholder, verify the control unit connectors are securely
fastened, and verify the ignition input wire is connected to the true ignition line instead of a +12V or
accessory line.

Step 3: Test the immobilization circuit.
Allow the Level ONE to passively arm (30 seconds after the ignition is turned off). Turn the

ignition to the �START� position.
nEngine does not respond. This is the correct response, proceed to step 3.

nEngine starts or cranks. The starter or ignition connection is miswired. Retest the vehicle wires as
noted in the Ignition and Starter sections on page 3.

nIf engine still starts or cranks after retesting all the wiring, check the power and ground
connections. Make sure the fuse is in the fuseholder, verify the control unit connectors are securely
fastened, and verify the ignition input wire is connected to the true ignition line instead of a +12V or
accessory line.

Step 4: Test the disarm function.
Disarm by touching a TouchPoint fob to the receptacle. The following should occur:
nLED stops flashing. If not refer to step 2.

nImmobilizer circuit immediately disengages (test by starting the engine with the key). If the
immobilizer circuit does not disengage, refer to step 3.

Step 4: Adhere the Clifford window decals to the vehicle’s front windows.
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USA Headquarters West

USA Headquarters East

Canada Headquarters

UK Headquarters

Germany Headquarters

Mexico Headquarters

Netherlands Headquarters

20750 Lassen Street Chatsworth, California 91311
1-800-CLIFFORD or 1-800-824-3208 or 1-818-709-7551

1535 Barclay Boulevard Buffalo Grove, Illinois 60089
1-800-CLIFFORD or 1-800-824-3208 or 1-818-709-7551

4513 Dobrin Street Montreal, Quebec H4R 2L8
1-800-361-3444 or 1-514-332-4444

Boundary Business Court
92/94 Church Road Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3TD
0800 929949 or 0181 646 8440

Schlesische Straße 27 10997 Berlin
0130 115 681 oder 030 611 2602

Saratoga 804 B, Col. Portales
Deleg. Benito Juárez 03300 México D.F.
01 800 021 2543 o 5 605 0382

Trompenburgstraat 8A
1079 TX Amsterdam
020 40 40 919

Clifford systems are covered by one or more of these
Clifford Electronics USA patents: 4,158,874; 4,233,642;
4,327,444; 4,383,242; 4,430,685; 4,845,464; 4,887,064;
4,890,108; 4,922,224; 4,997,053; 5,081,667; 5,146,215;
5,157,375; 5,467,070; 5,650,744 and other patents pending

© Clifford Electronics, Inc., 1999
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AutoFax & Technical Support Helpline:
1-800-444-4667

For the latest vehicle wiring information and for
wiring diagrams and servicing information on older

Clifford products:
24-hour AutoFax:

24-hour dealer website: www.clifforddealer.com
Quarterly Authorized Dealer Technical Support CD-ROM

1-800-444-4667


